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SPECIAL STUDIES 

PSYCHOI OGY H491 

f or 
Dr. We l don Vogt 

by 
Willia m E. Walker 

Spring, 1970 



PREFACE 

Due to the lateness in my college program when I switched my 

major to psychology, I was unable to plan out a double major in order 

to complete education requirements for a teaching certificate. Hence 

I decided,if Dr. Weldon Vogt would agree to supervise my instruction 

and allow me to take on one of his general psychology classes, I would 

constuct an educational block program and practice teaching session 

for a special studies. I felt that this would be valuable experience 

in that I plan to teach on the college level and probably willbe 

required to do some assistant teaching during my graduate school program. 

Dr. Vogt agreed and aided me in workigg out a program, I feel that I 

greatly benefited from this special studies and I wish to than Dr. Vogt 

for his help. 



RESEARCH 

The following books were read prior to beginning 

study in the area of instruction in order to better 

prepare the author for instructing on the college level' 

College and University Teaching- Herman Estrin 

College Teaching: Its Practice and Its Potential 

Joseph Justman and Walter H. Mais 

Toward Excellence In College Teaching 

Earl Pullias and Aileene Lockhart 

College Teaching: Studies In Methods of Teaching 

In The College- Paul Klapper 

Also the book, Successful Teaching In Secondary Schools 

by Sterling G. Callahan, which is used for the block 

course in Methods in the. Education Department of Ouachita 

Baptist University, was scanned and the parts which were 

thought to he beneficial for college teaching were studied. 

It was felt that these would aid in preparing lesson 

plans, lecture manner, and possibly student discipline. 

(These being peers of the author, the author was a bit 

leery.) 

The area of instruction in general psychology selected 

was personality theory and evaluation. Information on 

personality theory was collected from: 

Interpreting Personality Theories 

Ledford J. Bischof 

Theories of Personality 

Calvin S Hall and Gardner Lindzey 



• , ; 

Also the offerings of 14 textbooks in general psychology 

on personality were read and the high points included 

in the study program. The =- books found most helpful 

weres 

Psychologys ~Scientific Study of Man 

Fillmore and Sanford 

Psychology• The Selene~ of Behavior 

Isaacson, Hutt, and Blum 

Contemporary Approaches To Psychology 

Helson and Belvan 

Psychology 

Stagner and Karwoski 

The text regularly used in the general psychology course 

was used as the integral part for formulation of the 

lesson plans and material to be covered. 

Planning 

The material was first divided into the eight 

lecture periods to be used. The author felt that these 

would probably be tentative since he was unfamiliar with 

the amount to be covered in a class period or the amount 

which he was able to cover within a class period. 

The basic lesson plans were outlined. The lesson plan 

for the first class period was written out in detail 

in orde r to insure tha t the instructor would not forget 

important parts and specific. 



Materials for demonstrations and audio-visual 

aids were located and worked into the lessons. 

The Teaching 

It was discovered after the first lesson that the 

instructor could get by on far less notes. (Compare the 

outlines for class one and class six.) A simple outline 

was found to be adequate with a few notes added. The 

teaching progressed well with the instructor gaining 

much needed poise and skill at instructing the class 

rather than feeding facts. 

The students were well disciplined and the instructor 

had no prohlerns in this area. They responded well which 

was very ~ortunet8 for ? ~irst time experienne. 



LESSON PLAN FORM 
c .. \ "' () . ' . 1 

.... : 

Name Welker~ WilJiem 
- • 1 ·' 

Date 
----~----~~--------

Subj ef t _- c Grade __ ___,. Top~i or Acti vi t;:.Y....,... ___ .,....,.......,..,....~---''-----
,.-.. v 

OBJECTIVES FOR THE LESSON: 

To introduce the student to personality theory. 

TOMORROW'S ACTIVITY AND/OR ASSIGNMENT: 

PROCEDURE: (What I intend doing? MATERIALS NEEDED: 
Summarize.) 

Bring personality understanding from the 
popular conceptions to a semi- professional 
one. 

-. 

' ) · ... . 

(What •will ;r: 
need?) 

EVALUATION OF DAY'S ACTIVITY: (To 
be completed on the same day as 
lesson plan is used.) 

· BY SUl?ERVISING TEACHER: 

BY STUDENT TEACHER: 

Lack of student participation 
due to lack of experience in 
the teacher. RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Signed __________________ ___ 



' 

DETAILED OUTLINE FOR LESSION FOR 

Teacher Activities 

(Indicate how you will introduce 
the lesson, how you will proceed 
in: reference to it, and how you 
will conclude or summarize the 
lesson with the pupils.) 

-2-

(Date) 

Pupil Activities 

(What pupils will do during 
each part of the class session) . 



Lesson One 
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LESSON PLAN FORM 

Name Walker, William E. Date 
----------~-----------

Subject Grade Topci or Activity ------ --------------------

OBJECTIVES FOR THE LESSON: 

To acquaint the student with projective means of 
evaluating personality. 

TOMORROW'S ACTIVITY AND/OR ASSIGNMENT: 

PROCEDURE: (What I intend doing? 
Summarize.) 

Explain the test realistically 
examples. 

MATERIALS NEEDED: (What will I 
need?) 

witfixam~fupiliesf the projective 
tests: an inkblot, a TAT 
card, instruction for 
a DAP 

EVALUATION OF DAY'S ACTIVITY:- (To 
be completed on the same day as 
lesson plan is used . ) 

BY SUPERVISING TEACHER: 

BY STUDENT TEACHER: 

Class responded very well. 
Questions were very good 
Class period served 1~ell 
as a relaxation period b e tween 
s ome of the drier material 
in the study of personality . 

RECOMMENDAT I ONS: 

Signed ____________________________ __ 



Less on .Six 

Man is a limited creature. Wants to know everything and be 

able to write it down. So it is with personality and his 

understanding of it. 

There are three basic approaches which man has employed for 

recording his evaluation of personality. 

1. Literary and Philosophical 

2. Clinical 

). Quantitative or Experimantal 

. We have siad before that there are two divisions of psych

ologists studying personality. The experimantalists attempt 

to find relationships be t ween stimulus conditions and 

behavior. They do not ca re ·ror a full theory of behavior. 

The clinicians maat formul a te some type of rationale in 

order to deal with troubled patients. They seek functional 

and genetic explanations. Their methods: 

Interview: 

Hal o effect 

Stereotypes-contag ious bias 

Failure to quantify 

Faulty memory 



Projective techniques 

Read from book 

Difficult to fake 

Depth 

Limitations 

Leonardo da Vinci-"Percepts of the Painter" 

Individualistic manner in which each person looks 

upon his environment. 

1-Inkblots 

2-Sounds 

Interested in stimulating crea tiYity, 

Label "projective techni (dues" coined by L.K.Frankin in 1939. 

He said that any materials such as inkblots or pictures wh&mh 

a perosn structures in a way a s to bring into e xpression needs 

motives, emotions, past experiences, and the like constitute 

a projective technique. That is the individual literally 

projects himself and his pe '··sonali ty into the perceptual 

organization, 

All pro,jective instruments have been designed to appraise 

the structure of the personality and to afford an insight 

into the thought content and ideational processes of the 

testee. The data elicited by these tests revolve around 

the individual with reference to his own interpretation 

andhis own conception of his role in his life space, 



The emphasis in projective techniques is on the individual or 

the single case. Therefore for the most part it is idiographic 

as oppo s ed to nomothetic. 

Rorschach Inkblot Test 

Many fore runners-da Vinci 

Definite in 1921-Herman Rorschach 

Wide impact in psychiatry, sociology, and cultural 

anthropology 

Different variations-standard most widely used-age span 

The series consists of 10 inkblots, five colored and five 

non-colored all on a white background. Some are symmetrical 

and some aren't. They are delibe rately designed shapes. Just 

the color and hues -are based on results of 11 years of 

experimentation. There is a definite fi xed sequence. 

Procedure 

Group methods 

Multiple choice type 

Cloud Pictures-Stern 

Thematic Apperception Test -Murray 

3 series of 10 picture and i blank card 

Lettered on b ack -20 to administer 

Two sessions of lo pl ates 

Five minute expossure 

Recording 1-on tape 

2-writing of t ester 

J-writing of t estee 



Interpretation-varied as no of interpreters 

Formal analysis 

Free Inte rpreta tion 

Example of first picture 

Blacky Pictures 

Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement 
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GF.TJERAL PSYCHOLOGY 

In ~eneral~ 1t can be said that tbe higher the economic standing of' 
occupational gr·oup: . 
A., the lo-w·er the chance for high IQ offspring 
Bo the lower the median IQ 
c.. the higher the averaf"e IQ 
Do tbe higher the chance for IQ fluctuation 
Which is the correct o:r•der lilf levels of mental retardation? (harshes 
to lightest) 
Ao profoundly, severely~ moderately~ mildly 
Bo moderately~ profoundly, severely, mj_ldly 
Co severely, profoundly, moderately, mildly 
D~ severely~ profoundly, mildly, moderately 
The highest correlat:ton of IQ 9 s in the family setting i~u 
A" between fr•aternal t"fins 
B" between parents and children of the same sex 
C,. between identical t:YT:tns 
D, between siblings of opposi.te sex 
Psychomotor abilities are those which include all of the following -..L 2-,L· 
A~ finger dexterity 
Bo mannual dexterity 
c., digit span 
D" aiming 
Which of the foll.o,lling is noj: considered a p:r.•ojection test~ 
A~ Karu1 Test of Symbol Arrangement 
Bo Meier Test of Art Appreciation 
C~ Thematic A~perception Test 
D_, Rorschach Inkblot Test 
1vhich of the following is the correct tn•der f'or listing Freud us stages 
of personality development~ 
AG oral 11 phalllc=Oed1ps.l'9 anal, latency, genital 
B, latency, ana.l~J oral , phallic=Oedipal, genital 
Co genital, anal, oral~ phallic=Oedipal, latency 
D., oral 7 anal~ phall:lc-Oedipal 21 latency> genital 
The concept of basic anxiety v1as one of the most important offerings or~ 
A., Alfred Adler 
Bo Karen Horney 
Co Erich Fromm 
D" -Erik Fr 1kson 
Carl Jung is responsible for developing the concepts of: 
A, relatedness and rootedness 
B~ field theory personalities 
CG i~~oversion and extroversion 
Do superiority and inferiority 
Social scientists use the \vord personality to mean: 
Ao social stimulus value 
Bo aw·areness of self as an organizing force 
Co the pattern of' organized tra.:its which are measurable 
DG all of the above 
The idiographic approach to understanding personality:: 
Ao is concerned 1tli th the aspects of an individual n s personality that 

are unique to him 
B.. seeks general laws applicable to all individuals 
Cr describes common elements ·t.d th precision 
D,. use deductive models of explanation 
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.Judging parsons from ilements of facial characteristics is known as: 
~~ phrenology 

~.. physiognomy 
c.. somatotypy 
).. none of the above 
tn Sheldon °s theory of somatotypes the t:r-aits of asociality ~1 lack of 
desi.re for exercise, and studiousness are characteristic of: 
AQ the endomorph 
B~ the mesomorph 
c~ the ectomorph 
D.. the graphologist 
.rhe mediating iac~o:r- of Sigmuna Freud~s psychoanalytic personality 
division is known Ds the: 
A, ego 
B, super·-ego 
t; I) id 
D,, libido 
~he index of validity is: 
A.. the extent to which the test measures what it is supposed to 

measure 
Dn a measure of consistency 
~ ., ability of compare two indivtdua1s 
~.. all of the above 
Usability is a characteristic of a test which says it is8 
Ao financially applicable for the situation 
B .. not absurdly hard to admlnister 
c, easily scored 
D, all of the above 

n a normal d.tstribution I'Thich has been plotted graphically there is; 
Ao a bimodal shape 
Bo positive skewing 
(~" negative skewing 
Do an equality of the mean, median, and mode 
The simplist measure of variability 1s the difference between the 
h1.ghest and lowest score called the: 
Ao mode 
Bo range 
Co diviatlon 
D., standard score 
If A al\-Tays occurs 'tlhen B cloes we say there is a correlation coefficient 
oft 
A, 
B,. 
c" 
D.., 
The 

D., 
The 

+loOO 
=-1 .. 00 
0,,100 
none of the above 
hormetic factors of personality include all of the following ~~: 
attitudes 
needs 
interests 
manners of operation 
order-of-merit method is typical in: 
relative rating scales 
forced~choice rating scales 
behcvior sampling 
absolute rating scales 



21. Selfminventory methods of personality assessment tend to be f aul·4;y 
because ot 
A. faking by the testee 
B. a person~s lack of understanding himself 
c. both of these 
D6 neither of these 

22. The most elaborate refining of aptitude tests has been done i n 
connection with the measurement oft 
Ao artistic ability 
B. dexterity 
c. atheletics 
D. intelligence 

23. The 1916 revision of the Binet Intelligence Test was called the 
Stanford-Binet and developed byl 
A. L. M. Terman 
B. Simon Binet 
c. Lexus Stanford 
D6 Theo~ore Simon 

24o Norm groups make it possible tos 
A. judge the individual idiographi.cally· 
B. interpret a subject 0s score in relation to a group of scores 
c. observe individuals in a group action situation 
Do test a large group of persons in the same setting 

MATCHIHG 

(1) reliability -- (a) profile of scores 
(2) performance test - (b) variability 
{') psychograph (c) consistency 
( ) expressive behavior - (d) arithmetic average 
{5') morphology - (e) average relationship 
(6) libido - (f) form board 
(7) mean - (g) sex drive 
(8) range - (h) visceratonia 
(9) corre.la t ion (i) handwriting 
(10) endomorphy ( j) physical anatomy 
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